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Mazu Mazumi

Mazu Hinomaru is a player character played by Charaa.

Mazumi Hinomaru

Species & Gender: NH-33 (Tennyo)
Date of Birth: Discovered: YE 43

Serial Number NSN 33-44-696682-772321-1
Organization: Yamatai Star Empire
Occupation: Star Army Caretaker / Lounge Mistress

Rank: Ittô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Mazu

Physical Description

Like all Tennyo, Mazumi’s body looked typically human, in terms of the usual two arms and legs, with
toes and fingers separated, and each finger had a fingernail which was kindly painted by those that had
been kind to her. She was 5’7, enabling her to walk through doorways, and her hands were at the right
height that she could activate keypads.

Her hair originally was black and looked bad due to lack of maintenance, but with the change to her new
Tennyo body it now looked clean and well made. It looked gray, but it had some light brown streaks.
Mazumi has chosen to make it short but long enough that it covers her left face, including the eye. Her
eyebrows were black and her eyes were almond-shaped, along with other Yamataian features, and her
eyes were an ice blue color. As a result of switching to a Tennyo body, her body looks cleaner, and well
kept as well as organic unlike before. She looks like a beautiful girl, but even so, she is still connected to
the ship via PANTHEON like most AI. She was dressed in a Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35. The other
attributes of her body, such as Bust, got an upgrade of sorts. She now sported B cup breasts.

Personality

Originally, Mazumi was an AI using a EM-J2-V3402 Deluxe AI  and as such, she had been affected by EM-
J2 Behavioral Paradigms. She was also capable of emotions thanks to her Emotion Capacity. This Merged
with a Sprite to become something unique. Now, her AI is housed in a KAIMON Core, allowing her mind to
expand and grow more than ever before. She is sentient, however, because she had a Sprite also within
her programming, and thus, she works for the Star army as an occupation, and thanks to Motoyoshi clan
influence, she was able to serve with them.

She can serve behind the counter, including the knowledge of drinks in her database, and can wait tables
if she needed to. She can also create new drinks, but should her ship be threatened, she can defend
thanks to the Security protocols and procedures within her AI. She can perform in therapy, whether
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giving someone a massage or not massage.

In interacting with Mazumi, finds her to be friendly, and polite to others, with a capability to tell whether
someone was not happy via facial expression or body language. She is respectful when in the presence
of her superiors.

History

Mazumi was created at an unknown time in an Emrys factory where she was purchased to serve others.
Unfortunately, a bad person severely damaged her to the point where she was dropped at a junkyard.
Eventually, someone found her, made repairs to her body, and installed new components to her body,
while completely changing certain things before she was sold to a member of the  Motoyoshi clan, who
eventually had her Join the  YSS Mazu. 

Some of the new things were skills in serving and making drinks, as well as learning how to take care of
those around her. Her AI was given a copy of the Sprite program, making her the sister of another ship
Sprite, Mazu Minato. Though sadly, their duties didn’t allow for the encounter between the two. She did
meet and serve her captain personally. Unfortunately, Sprites don’t fit on an Emrys AI core, especially
with other parts of the original AI intact. Even though they merged into one AI entity while on their
journey to sentience, there were still problems.

In YE 44.1 she was promoted to Nitô Hei.Later that year, her Emma body began becoming obsolete, as
due to a malicious influential little Nito Hei(jerk), Tachibana, the technicians began refusing to help her
with her repair needs. Things came to a head where Minato, her sister came to her aid and told her it was
time for a change, and as a result the two went to the ship's hospital, and Mazumi got her mind
transferred to a new Tennyo body.

Skills Learned

Mixology
Multitasking
Killing
Consort Body Control
Capable of resuscitating individuals 1)

Social Connections

YSS Mazu Crew
Motoyoshi clan
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Inventory & Finance

Mazumi Hinomaru has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Mazumi Hinomaru currently has 3000 KS.

Important places

Soggy Hole
Mazu Mazumi’s Cabin

Medals

 Norian Arrival Humanitarian Assistance Medal

Salvage

Frozen food from a ship's galley (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 89-39, IC: 3528-6765-118)
Plasma Compressor (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 62-14, IC: 863-2479-69)
Bass Guitar (YE 44 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 97-24, IC: 1706-4233-110)
Medical Scanner Charging Station
Antimatter glob (dangerous!)
Prototype Ze-J6 (unused) - It has super sharp claws and comes with a weapon. It's a good listener
and wants to be your bodyguard.

Mini Mission

5 humming bird points
1 Colony Fleet Departure Package2)

OOC Information

This article was created on 2021/01/27 21:35 using the namespace template.

In the case charaa becomes inactive:

Andrew, and Demi have my permission to take custody of her.

Charaa’s Will
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Character Data
Character Name Mazu Mazumi
Character Owner Charaa
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Mazu
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Ittô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Caretaker
SAOY Assignment YSS Mazu
Battlestation Mazumi's Lounge
Battle Buddy a
Callsign Lounge Mistress
SAOY Entry Year YE 43
DOR Year YE 45
DOR Month 1
Orders Orders

1)

her stun grip can also shock people back to life
2)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/orders-takeda-tachiko.12389/post-433805
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